
I’m very pleased to be here and I’m of course, 
on behalf of my staff, proud that you guys 
down here have some interest in what’s going 
on up in the far north, so badly that you have 
invited me to this hearing. 

Usually I don’t read thorough a presentation, 
but then, 10 minutes isn’t a very long time, 
and I never keep my time limit when I get 
carried away. 

So for the sake of those who are coming after 
me I think I stick to the manuscript. 

Sweden has had a cooperation with the 
national ISP:s regarding blocking websites 
containing child abusive material for five 
years. 

The cooperation is built on voluntariness and 
all the major ISP:s are a part of it, and it 
covers about 85-90 % of the private internet 
consumers. 



The practical part of it is that it’s cheap, it’s 
simple and it’s not very labor intensive, you 
don’t need a lot of manpower to run this 
operation. 

In the beginning it was some problems about 
the issues around the freedom of speech, and 
the evil around censoring the internet. These 
arguments came from a relatively small group 
of people mainly fighting their cause through 
internet in different forums. 

And they did their best to smear the staffs 
who was working with this, calling them 
different things, words that you don’t find in 
Google translation, I’d tell you, because I tried 
to find them there. 

But I say they fought in vain, because this task 
has nothing to do with the freedom of speech 
or getting access to copyrighted material. This 
is about preventing access to material 
containing severe child abuse, children getting 



raped in front of a camera, often by someone 
close. 

And it’s far beyond my intelligence that there 
are people who don’t want to stop these 
images of rapes of children, sometimes as 
young as a couple of months. 

We don’t think that there is a problem 
regarding over blocking, and over the years 
we just had a couple of setbacks, and the 
latest one was about three years ago, and my 
impression is that the voices of criticism has 
gone pretty silent. 

Even so, we welcome a third party to verify 
our work. 

We are also involved in a project with the 
financial sector, about preventing the 
payments of child abusive material on 
commercial websites. This work is also based 
on voluntariness, but still we managed to 



involve all major banks in Sweden. And the 
interest from Forex, VISA and Mastercard is 
not insignificant. 

It’s important however to point out the fact 
that commercial websites providing child 
abuse material has decreased pretty much, 
over the past year. 

Even so, we do have a functional coalition 
that can be put into action if the problem 
begins to increase again. 

And the practical work around this is the same 
as it is with the blocking. It’s cheap, it’s simple 
and you don’t need a lot of manpower to run 
it. 

As if it isn’t enough we are also a part of the 
European Financial Coalition. 

And of course we are doing the best we can to 
identify this children depict on these images, 
and sadly to say, today, only 1852 children has 



been identified in the world and reported to 
Interpol, who store information about this. 

The work with identification takes a lot of 
time and efforts and demands a great deal of 
international cooperation. 

We support this initiative from the parliament 
and find the idea of mandatory rules in the 
member states quite good. It will leave the 
countries no room for excuses not to 
implement the parts of combating sexual 
crimes on children over the internet that has 
been discussed these two days. 

It will also be easier for the ISP:s if legislation 
is implemented regarding this matter. Then 
they don’t have to explain their reason for 
being a part of this for those clients that are 
questioning the benefits of this work, even 
though this is not a big problem, at least not 
in Sweden. 



A legislation would also bring the rest of the 
ISP:s to the cooperation, even those small 
ones that promotes that everything should be 
free on the internet. 

Unfortunately has one of the issues about our 
work been the risk that this work also should 
involve other kind of crimes, but we don’t 
support that idea. But this cannot be the 
reason for not preventing the spreading of 
child abuse images. This must be solved when 
writing the legislation. 

I guess we all agree upon the fact that this 
material has not any kind of justification and 
that it has nothing to do with copyrighted 
material or freedom of speech and should if it 
could be done, be deleted from this planet. 

I was quoted in German media a couple of 
years ago about what impact our work with 
the ISP:s has had on the distribution of child 
abuse material and I said then that I 



suspected that the impact was low, and I still 
think that. 

The reason for this is that there are only a few 
countries that are using this technology and 
to see a massive impact for the distributers 
we need more countries to implement this. 

I think you can compare this with a bucket full 
of holes. It’s not enough to mend a few holes 
in the bucket to prevent the water for pouring 
out; you need to mend them all. 

But we will continue the work and put more 
efforts in trying to prevent this material to be 
spread, because we believe in it, otherwise 
we would have stopped years ago and I for 
sure wouldn’t have been here today. 

And we will continue this, not for my sake, not 
for your sake, but for the sake of the children. 

And remember, it’s better to do something 
rather than doing nothing. 



 


